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ABSTRACT:— As the author of Leviathan tells us, “the life of a man, in the state of nature is nasty, brute poor & solitary”. In such a state, without an institutionalized law, man proceeds to redress the wrongs done to him or which he considers done to him. The situation furnishes sufficient mandate for everyone to try & execute whatever he deems proper, by employing whatever means. Thus ‘might’ becomes the sole measure of right & administration of justice becomes concentrated in a small sect of population, with only the capable carrying out their will. Resultantly people with no means to settle their claims are left undone. This irrational & anti-social approach of settling disputes to claim continued for a quite long time in ancient societies. However collective rights assumed importance in due course of time, leading to the development of institutions by the society to carry out administration of justice. The private vengeance transmuted into present day criminal justice administration while as the violent self-help culminated into present day civil justice.

I. INTRODUCTION:— An Eminent Philosopher, Locke Observed, In The State Of Nature, Law Of Nature Alone Is In Force & Every Man Is In His Own Right Charged With The Exeuction Of It. While as In A Civil State, Law Of Nature Is Supplemented By Civil Law’. In The Former Situation, Every Man Turns To Be A Judge In His Own Cause, while as In The Later, State Itself Sits In Judgement For Him. To Judge & To Be Judged Are Two Different Things & The Juxtaposition Of The Two In The Former Case Violates The Notion Of Justice. The Maxim, “Nemo Judex Causa Sui”, I.E., No Man Can Be Judge In His Own Cause, A Well Established Doctrine Of Natural Justice, Will Not Permit An Individual’s Whimsical Or Self-Centric Approach To Settle Claims. The Journey Traversed By Developmental Jurisprudence Viz The Law Of Nature To That Of The Civil State Has Been An Eventual Breakthrough, An Outcome Of A Larger Revolution, Which Shattered &Shook Some Age-Old Philosophies To Their Very Roots Giving Birth To Certain New Ones. The Birth Of The State Was A Huge Turn Around In The Course Of History. The Reason For The Birth Of This Institution Was Purely Two-Fold In The Beginning, The Administration Of Justice & Defence. However The Meaning & Content Kept On Changing, Depending Upon The Tending Inquisition &The Philosophy Of The Ruler. For Instance, The Saxon Ruler, Alfred Did Not Prevent Private Recourse To Justice During His Reign. His Approach Was Not An Absolute Prohibition To Private Vengeance But Merely Its Regulation. This Way The Victim Played Judge In His Own Case But With A Semblance Of Regulation, Which Ensured The Victim Didn’t Turn Into An Absolute Judge With Unbridled Powers. Contrastingly In Totalitarian States As In Nazi Germany, State Assumed Unfettered & Indefinite Powers Of Judgement, While Administering The So Called Justice. The Absolute Prohibition Of Private Recourse On One Hand & The Absolute Exercise Of Whim On The Other Was The Hallmark Of Such Rule. Although It Sought To Advance Justice On The One Hand By Empowering A Third Party, The State To Stand In Judgement & Deliver, Yet It Took The Whole Thing By The Other By Exercising Untrammeled Discretion Bereft Of Any Rule Of Law. Apparently Wherever There Is A Room For Absolute Discretion, There Is Room For Arbitrariness . Some Scholars Even Consider The Two Antithetical To Each Other. One May Also Refer To Norman Times, A Transitional Period From The Ancient Recourse To That Of The Present Public Recourse. In This Period In England, Especially A Concept Of “Trial By A Battle” Took Emergence. Between The Claimants, A Battle Came To Be Made A Legal Device To Settle Disputes. As Per This Philosophy The Triumphant Took The Spoils For The Reason That Victory In Such Cases Was Believed To Have Been Facilitated By “Judicium Dei”, I.E., The Judgement Of Heavens To The Merits Of The Case. The Lacunae Of These Approaches As Is Abundantly Patent, Was Considered As A Serious
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Roadblock To The Real Administration Of Justice. This Thought Prompted Reformists To Seek A Change, Wherein They Proposed To Vest Authority In Someone Who Enjoyed Public Mandate. This Paved A Way To

The Present Day Democratic Notion Of Governance Doing Away With The Autocratic Norm. Thus The Government Of The People, By The People & For The People Became A New Slogan. This Measure Was Seen To Be An Instrument Of Change Which Could Take Care Of The Community As A Whole & Not A Single Individual. The ‘Might’ As A Sole Measure Of ‘Right’ Was Discarded To Facilitate The Righteousness Of One’s Claim Or In Other Words Introduced The Much Needed ‘Justness’ In The Administration Of Justice In Word As Well As Deed. Saint Augustine’s Proposition Is Worth To Quote Here, “Lex Ineusta Non Est Lex”, Which Means An Unjust Law Is No Law At All. The Proposition Came Handy For The Reformists Who Wanted To Break The Shackles Of The Narrow Conception Of Justice, Facilitating Its Incorporation In The Present Day Law-Making & Law Enforcing, From The Substantive As Well As Procedural Standpoint. Thus Rule Of Law & Not Rule By Law Was Supposed To Prevail. The Justice Further Was To Be Administered Without Fear Or Favor.

At The Same Time It Was Proposed That Justice Ought To Be Administered Without Passion, As When The Passion Comes At The Door, Justice Flies By The Window. This Thesis Was Possible Only In Civilized Societies, Which Rawls Calls The ‘Basic Structure’. As Per Him The Fundamental Idea Of A Well Ordered Society, I.E., A Society Effectively Regulated By Public Conception Of Justice-Is A Companion Idea Used To Specify The Central Organizing Idea Of A Society As A System Of Fair Co-Operation. He Further Adds That A Political Society Is Well Ordered Conveys Three Things. Firstly, & Implied By The Idea Of Public Conception Of Justice, It Is A Society In Which Everyone Accepts & Knows That Everyone Else Accepts, The Very Same Political Conception Of Justice. Moreover This Knowledge Is Mutually Recognized; People Know Everything They Would If Their Acceptance Of These Principles Were Matter Of Public Agreement. For Instance The Recent Demonetization In India Could Be A Precursor Of Catastrophic Consequences. Since The Decision Is Completely Averse To The Notion Of Public Agreement. As Majority Of The Population Would Never Have Voted In Favor Of Such A Radical Change Given The Loopholes Which Outweigh Its Positive Impact. Imposing A Decision Of Such A Kind Inflicts Pain & Avoids Pleasure. The Notion Of Arresting The Circulation Of Black Money (As Intended) By This Drastic Measure Is Akin To Punishing The Whole For The Sin Committed By A Few. Secondly, & Implied By The Idea Of Effective Regulation Of Public Conception Of Justice, Society’s Basic Structure, I.E., Its Main Political & Social Institutions & The Way They Hang Together As One System Of Co-Operation Is Publicly Known For Good Reason Believed To Satisfy Those Principles Of Justice. Here The System Of Checks & Balances Assumes Paramount Significance. Most Of The Modern Constitutions As Such Insist On The System Of Checks & Balances. If We Take The Example Of Indian Set Up In Consideration, We Will Notice The Forefathers Have Given This Conception A Serious Thought, Making A Sincere Effort To Separate The Three Vital Organs Viz The Judiciary, Legislature & Executive From Each Other, Which Are Co-Ordinate & Equal In Their Respective Sphere. All Deriving Power From The Constitution. Thirdly,& Also Implied By The Idea Of Effective Regulation, Citizens Have Normally Effective Sense Of Justice, That Is One That Enables Them To Understand & Apply The Publicly Recognized Principles Of Justice, & For The Most Part To Act Accordingly As Their Position In Society, Which Its Duties &Obligations Require. For Instance If A Person Is Drowning & Is Crying For Help. A Passerby Observing The Same & Ignoring The Call For Help, In Most Of Law States Would Consider Him Guilty As He Legally May Not Be Duty Bound To Protect A Person Other Than His Own Self. However In Societies With Strong Moral & Religious Inquisition, The Same Shall Be Considered A Serious Wrong & Shall Be Considered Condemnable. Thus Right_Duty Co-Relation In Such A Case Loses Relevance
With Only ‘Duty’ Taking The Centre-Stage. The Proposition “The Only Right A Person Has Is Always To Do His Duty ”,Becomes A Norm In Such Society. The Orderly Societies In The Contemporary Era Prefer Popularity Of Action. Thus Public Opinion Plays A Vital Role, Both In The Matter Of Declaration Of Rights & Duties As Well As Enforcement Of Claims. The Private Vengeance Gets Transmuted Into Criminal Justice Administration Whileas Civil Justice Takes The Place Of Violent Self-Help. And Interestingly In The Case Of Criminal Justice The Law Does No Longer Merely Seek To Punish The Offender But In Fact Goes A Step Further By Making An Effort To Reform The Individual Charged With A Misdemeanor, So Much So To Return A Reformed Citizen Back To The Social Milieu, Capable Of Obeying The Law By Understanding Its Context &
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Implications. Thus the prevalent deterrence was done away with. Based on the notion that “the deterrence looks primarily at the offender outside the dock while as reformation aims at the actual offender before the bench”. Thus while salmond holds deterrence & expiation blot out the guilt by suffering so imposed. Consequently he says, guilt+punishment=innocence. However, the modern view is even more feasible. The notion of reformation has attained wide import. It reinstates the erstwhile behavior of a normal man & restores the original innocence disturbed by the sin. And this seem to have assumed acceptance in the public eye, as people mostly consider to forgive a sin on the bond that the person will promise improved behavioral tendencies, as it yield greater dividends. For me thus GUILT+REFORMATION (not punishment)+FORGIVENESS=INNOCENCE. As the forgiveness essentially absolves the sin & exonerates the person from all liability. This appears viable not only from the legal but the moral standpoint as well. In this case the right of the victim is guaranteed by avoiding any futuristic repetition of the stated behavior by the delinquent, further it also avoids the abridgment of the well-established doctrine of natural justice, nemo judex causa sua, as private vengeance gets banned, yet the victim continues to exercise his say as the collective community interest gets sustained which in a broad sense includes his right as a member of such community. The present day constitutions, world over, vesting pardoning powers in the president or some other parallel authority is the consequence of the present day public opinion, with the voice representing the community as a whole. It was the same public opinion gathering validity that led to the abolition of death penalty in most parts of the world. For cure, not kill & bail not jail came to be an accepted paradigm. For instance if a person steals, putting him behind the bars won’t serve. Better approach would be to isolate him for a while, in an environment where he would learn to earn. Reward for labor & reprimand for non-compliance. Thus carrot & stick policy would augur well in such a case rather than stigmatic confinement. Under this philosophy the delinquent is treated as a patient who is suffering from some serious ailment. The recourse is to facilitate the cure of his disease, eliminate the same & reinstate the diseased person back to healthy life sans any behavioral or psychological problem. Again professor rawls in his theory of civil justice denounces the sitting in judgement by an individual to espouse his own cause. To sustain his argument he exemplifies how a privilege is usually abused. Citing the case of a person entrusted with division of a cake between himself & other individuals. He states that for obvious reasons the self-interest will play spoilsport & motivate the sense of judgement. If he is to take the first share, it will assume larger dimension to the other shares as he will cut the first piece asymmetrically to facilitate his bargain. Similarly if he is supposed to take the last share, then he will cut the pieces in a manner which facilitates the bigger dimension of the last share, meaning thereby the first shares will again be asymmetrically cut to ensure the last remains the vital share. In all circumstances he would seek the lion’s share no matter what. Thus the judgement should further not be vitiated by any bias or prejudice on the part of the judge. This invokes the question of neutrality & impartiality of a judge in settlement of disputes. Thus despite the fact that a judge is an agent of state, if he in any manner becomes interested in the outcome of the cause say for illegal gratification, the same will frustrate the cause sought to be achieved. To be just is to be fair, to treat all alike, measure all under similar circumstances with an equal rod. The chief object of law in today’s contemporary era, is the balancing of interests between individuals which it is composed of. In the present welfare state, law has to be an instrument of justice in the modern sense of the term. It has to cope up with the ever-changing concept of law. For this the law has to be dynamic & the law maker aware. So to sum up a continual & systematic experimentation is required to make the law a living law. “Experiment involves initiative & ceaselessly engineered law suggests a picture of science, which is always seeking new instruments, new expedients, for new needs, in short for a good life. The picture is accurate enough for great deal of what is called social legislation in the modern state. The law must be dynamic & to make it usefully dynamic, a great deal of knowledge is necessary. As rosco pound based his philosophy, which he calls “social engineering” on the very pretext that law to be valid has to apply social principles to specific social problems giving due regard to the balancing of different interests of different set of groups. This transformation has been a watershed moment which has revolutionized the jurisprudence. Thus all civilized societies in the present era have been able to recognize certain principles which are
Inviolable. Take For Instance The Norm Setting Principles In International Law Which Have Attained The Stature Of “Jus Cogens”. The Human Rights Are One Of The Many Rights Which Have Attained Such Inviolable Significance.

II. CONCLUSION: